Become a Sponsor:
Since 1962 the National Aviation Hall of Fame (NAHF) has inducted over 200 of the nation’s premier air and space pioneers into the organization. Our Enshrinees are the who’s who in the world of aviation including Bessie Coleman, Charles Lindbergh, Kelly Johnson, William Boeing, Joe Engle, and Max Faget.

Each year, the NAHF reaches hundreds of thousands of individual visitors, families, educators, aviation enthusiasts, aerospace experts, industry leaders, and military veterans by collaborating with aviations most sought-after and admired brands, creating consistent multi-year partnerships that drive impact.

Financial support is essential to providing educational and support programs to sustain our mission and inspire the next generation of aviation innovators. We are eager for marketing sponsors and corporate donors to help us spread our mission and programs to youth, families, and aviation enthusiasts everywhere.

Our Audience and Impact:
The National Aviation Hall of Fame and our partners engage a large and diverse audience that provide opportunities for brand exposure to a rich variety of populations.

Our Heritage Hall and Education Center, co-located with the National Museum of the US Air Force, attracts a national audience of more than 300,000 annually to explore our interactive exhibits. We are continually improving our exhibits to maximize impact. This year we opened a virtual reality exhibit "Return to the Moon" and in early 2022 we will break ground on a state-of-the-art multi-media theater. This immersive and multi-purpose theatre will host an assortment of programs and special events that share aviation history. During the day, visitors can see aviation related, PBS Learning Media or interact with state-of-the-art holograms. At night, the theater will present family-oriented aviation movie nights, Enshrinee meet-and-greets and scholarly lectures from aviation historians, authors, and experts.

Our Aerospace and Adaptation: Webinar Series, launched in 2020 in partnership with the National Aeronautic Association (NAA), has become an engaging series of captivating, interactive, digital events that celebrate and share our aviation heritage, discuss the short-term and long-term impact of Coronavirus on the aviation industry, and feature ground-breaking industry innovations. Our most recent webinar featured NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) Mars Helicopter Team for their first public interactive event. With an average live national and international audience of more than 250 military veterans, aviation enthusiasts, industry experts, NAHF and NAA members and 300+ post event viewers of recordings hosted on both the NAHF and NAA websites, the webinars reach a targeted and rapt audience.

Problem Solving with Will and Orv, is a Multidisciplinary Curriculum for grades 1-3 of standards-aligned videos, interactives, lesson plans, and more that partners the NAHF with the outstanding and proven educational expertise of PBS ThinkTV. In addition to classroom curriculum distributed to under-resourced school districts, the program will include a series of video shorts and interactives that tell the story of aviation and invention by spotlighting NAHF Enshrinees and candidates. The 60-second spots will reach a national audience of children, and parents on PBS learning media online and will air on PBS ThinkTV 4x per day for 365 days in the contract cycle yielding 1500 impressions, or about 25 hours of NAHF educational content annually during PBS Kids programming.